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ABSTRACT

For several years, a project-driven development environment has produced
various web applications where different people have been working on them;
no permanent designer, no standard conventions or shared knowledge of the
specifics. The codebase for user interfaces has scattered, and technical debt has
increased over the years. The problem is that the design and user interfaces
between these applications are not coherent for mentioned reasons. The overall
front-end architecture and scalability are inadequate, requiring a new solution to
provide and help produce more future-proof user interfaces that would serve the
overall system.

The purpose of the work was to do design research on how a design system
could help to improve the current development process for creating more coherent
and unified user interfaces and find out could it be implemented for a multi-
vendor environment on a small scale. The design system is a broad concept that
affects many aspects of a software project framework. This work includes an
introduction to design systems, a walkthrough of the design system, a helpful
review of how it could improve UI development, and implementation of the
process in a project-driven development setup. The goal is to define a design
system that would improve the development process by paying attention to
the design with improved technological solutions, enabling more unified and
consistent user interfaces.

The outcome for the work was the requirements and plans for developing a
small scale design system. The work sought to explore current methods and tools
adequately, to list significant factors and perspectives. It required documenting
the process and rethinking it alongside technical solutions to solve the problems
and overcome current obstacles.

Related work implied uses of the design system on a smaller scale but showed
that the scale limits and sets certain boundaries. However, the work shows the
possibility of creating a design system on a small scale, but the effort and scale
required cannot be thoroughly compared to large companies. The thesis provides
theory and some level of understanding of the design system. The work provided
an excellent basis for building the design system, and new ideas will serve well in
the future.

Keywords: Design System, Software Development, Human-Computer
Interaction, User Interface, User Experience, Web, Design, Process
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TIIVISTELMÄ

Useita vuosia käynnissä ollut projektivetoinen kehitysympäristö on tuottanut
useita erilaisia sovelluksia, joissa eri ihmiset ovat työstäneet niitä; ei ole
ollut pysyvää suunnittelijaa, ei ole ollut yhteisiä konventioita tai yhteistä
tietoa erityispiirteistä. Käyttöliittymien koodikanta on hajallaan ja tekninen
velka on kasvanut vuosien varrella. Ongelmana on, että näiden sovellusten
suunnittelu ja käyttöliittymät eivät ole johdonmukaisia mainituista syistä.
Yleinen frontend-arkkitehtuuri ja skaalautuvuus ovat riittämättömiä, mikä vaatii
uuden ratkaisun tarjoamaan ja auttamaan tuottamaan entistä tulevaisuuden
kannalta kestävämpiä käyttöliittymiä, jotka palvelisivat koko järjestelmää.

Työn tarkoituksena oli tehdä design research, miten design system voisi
auttaa parantamaan nykyistä kehitysprosessia johdonmukaisempien ja
yhtenäisempien käyttöliittymien luomiseksi ja selvittää, olisiko se toteutettavissa
monitoimittajaympäristöön pienessä mittakaavassa. Design system on
laaja käsite, joka vaikuttaa moniin eri osa-alueisiin ohjelmistoprojektin
viitekehyksessä. Tämä työ sisältää johdannon suunnittelujärjestelmiin,
läpikäynnin siitä, mistä suunnittelujärjestelmä koostuu, käytännön katsauksen,
kuinka se voisi parantaa käyttöliittymän kehitystä ja kuinka prosessi voitaisiin
toteuttaa projektilähtöisessä kehitysasetuksissa. Tavoitteena on määritellä
suunnittelujärjestelmä, joka tehostaisi kehitysprosessia suunnittelua paremmin
huomioiden parannetuilla teknologisilla ratkaisuilla, jotka mahdollistaisivat
yhtenäisempien käyttöliittymien luomisen.

Työn tuloksena olivat määritellyt vaatimukset ja suunnitelmat pienimuotoisen
suunnittelujärjestelmän kehittämiseksi. Työ pyrkii riittävästi tutkimaan nykyisiä
menetelmiä ja työkaluja, listaamaan merkittäviä tekijöitä ja näkökulmia. Se
vaati prosessin dokumentoimista ja prosessin uudelleen miettimistä teknisten
ratkaisujen ohella ongelmien ratkaisemiseksi ja nykyisten esteiden ylittämiseksi.

Aiheeseen liittyvät työt viittasivat siihen, että design systemillä on käyttöä
pienemmässä mittakaavassa, mutta osoitti, että mittakaava rajoittaa ja
asettaa tiettyjä rajoja järjestelmän rakentamiselle. Työ osoittaa kuitenkin
mahdollisuuden luoda design system pienessä mittakaavassa, mutta vaadittavia
ponnisteluja ja mittakaavaa ei voi täysin verrata suuriin yrityksiin. Opinnäytetyö
tarjoaa teoriaa ja jonkin verran ymmärrystä siitä, mistä design system koostuu.
Työ antoi erinomaisen pohjan design systemin rakentamiselle ja uudet ideat
palvelevat hyvin jatkossa.

Avainsanat: Design System, Software Development, Human Computer
Interaction, User Interface, User Experience, Web, Design, Process
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FOREWORD

The work originated from the need to improve design work and UI development.
Especially in subcontracting work, various factors negatively affect the look and feel
of the outcomes. For some reason, projects might start without proper preparations,
lack of perseverance and without long-sighted visions that would enable improved
productivity and coherent outcomes. The industry requires comprehensive and long
term thinking to minimize unnecessary and repetitive work. There is a need for product
owning and pride in building durable digital services. Nowadays, digital services seem
relatively short-lived. Not so old projects are buried and new ones started by different
contractors that repeat the same mistakes as predecessors and stumble on delivering
coherent outcomes.

My ever-growing enthusiasm for design and the calling to improve the collaboration
of design and front-end work in the web development industry has driven me into this
topic. The design system is a relatively new concept and way of thinking, but its theory
goes way back. It fascinates, and it could become a standard in the future.

Master’s studies have given me more than I have thought. During my studies, I
have found the path more towards design. This master’s thesis was written during the
pandemic alongside a full-time job as a software developer. The pandemic time has
not been easy. I want to thank everyone who has encouraged and supported me during
the journey.

Oulu, March 17th, 2022

Juho Pekkala



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

IT Information Technology
App Application
GUI Graphical User Interface
UI User Interface
UX User eXperience
WCAG Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
CSS Cascading Style Sheet, language to style an HTML

document
MVP Minimum Viable Product
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the way of working is shifting where computers are replacing various
manual work. Increasingly, data processing and paperwork are done by software and
less by a human. Automation and online services today are already common, but the
speed of the shift towards digitalisation is not slowing down. Numbers of companies
and governments are digitalising their businesses and services. Digitalisation enables
efficiency. With the help of software, an increased amount of work is doable at the
same time as before. Relatively easy and simple tasks can be left to the computer to
carry out as in the same spirit during the industrial revolution. Therefore workforce
can be delegated to more creative tasks, which allows businesses to improve efficiency
[1].

Watts S. Humphrey said two decades ago, "every business is a software business",
and that is the state we are inevitably heading for [2]. However, digitalisation does
not come without pain. A single organisation or a company might use dozens of
different systems and software which does not communicate among themselves. Single
employee wastes a significant amount of time because systems do not work together
1. Systems are inconsistent, and digitalisation and ongoing development projects
do not have standard conventions. Especially in Finland, governmental IT projects
are bought from suppliers via competitive bidding. Different systems are made by
different suppliers who might not be aware of other systems. Building several systems
in different foxholes creates inconsistent outcomes from the end-user point of view.
Inconsistency appears to end-users in poor user experience and poor usability. Without
a proper system and process to handle standard conventions, the outcome will not be
consistent.

Design language can be used to tackle this problem, which is also known commonly
as style guide2 in the field of software development. Even this master’s thesis follows
the university’s master’s thesis style guide, enabling a consistent look and feels across
all thesis written so far. Design language’s objective is to define specifications for a
suite of products that are consistent and have unique look and feel. Design language
can describe choices for design aspects such as materials, colour schemes, shapes,
patterns, textures or layouts. They then follow the scheme in the design of each object
in the suite. E.g. in industrial design, BMW car grille design has been carried out for
decades. Many will most likely recognise a BMW car model as a BMW [3].

However, design language stapled into a booklet is not enough in software design
in the context of graphical user interfaces. The modern solution is a design language
system or shortly design system. In 2017 Alla Kholmatova wrote: "There is not a
standard definition of "design system" within the web community, and people use the
term in different ways." [4 p. xii]. The design system concept was emerging at that
time, and in 2021 Therese Fessenden wrote: "A design system is a set of standards
to manage design at scale by reducing redundancy while creating a shared language
and visual consistency across different pages and channels." 3. A design system’s
intended usage and goal are to create a system that combines the foundations of the

1YLE News about FlowIT research (in Finnish): https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-7252898
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Style_guide
3https://www.nngroup.com/articles/design-systems-101/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Style_guide
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/design-systems-101/
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design language and implementation in practice. The fundamental purpose of a design
system is to facilitate the teams’ work.

The research aims to define a small scale design system for a web development
environment that fits into a multi-vendor environment that would bring value to the
customer. We are working as a vendor who develops and maintain our customer
Hansel Oy’s main web service. Hansel Oy provides multiple web services for joint
procurement for the Finnish Government. Its mission is to save taxpayers money
by increasing productivity with digitalisation. There is a continuous demand for
new services and maintaining the existing ones. A design system would be a good
investment and future proof solution. With the design system, various existing and
future web applications’ user interfaces would be aligned and coherent with each other.
It would show up as one unified web service for the end-user. A large variety of
applications needs a more systematic and easier way of creating user interfaces and
keeping them aligned. It will save time, and the saved time could be invested for more
productive work and to more valuable assets.

There are already various existing design systems out there open-sourced by large
IT companies, but none would serve the need for a unique small scale venture. Public
existing design systems are mainly designed for the creators’ purposes. The context
and used patterns might be unique; processes are created for the people working on
it and brand alignment is done for the company. Therefore best solution and goal
is to define and develop a design system to our specific use cases and requirements
without any extra and keep control to ourselves. Developing a small scale design
system ourselves, we can include only necessities. Look and feel would be based
on the customer’s brand. Patterns and components following the style guide would
provide more coherent outcomes, and no third parties can break it, nor are we forced
to merge third-party updates with our modifications constantly.

This work will not only define a design system to a specific purpose, but design
system being a broad concept, this work will also provide some understanding of how
the design system involves in different aspects of a software project framework. A
design system cannot be built overnight, but the seeds can be planted early so that the
system will gradually evolve.
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2. THEORY

Motivation for the research arose through practice. The continuous development
project running for several years, and a need for new features bring new development
work for years to come. Several web applications have been developed under the same
continuous web service project but developed by different people and teams within the
years. The codebase for UI’s will inevitably be scattered, and various practises and
qualities can be found if common conventions stay without attention.

Old UI codebase with outdated technological choices is not entirely compatible
with the latest technologies, which is also known as technical debt4. Technical debt
causes outdated code to be unusable for future needs and requirements. The common
problem is that multiple web applications do not share the same UI system in the first
place. E.g. when implementing more minor changes that each web applications’ button
looks the same, it would require writing the same code in each web application which
multiplies the amount of the work on a simple task. As more development is done and
common conventions and technical debt are not dealt with, the amount of work and
inconsistencies grow, and overall coherence will be missing.

The customer already has a simple style guide that includes materials and colour
schemes. However, it is mainly targeted at the marketing materials; printing material
and digital material such as text documents and slide shows. The existing style guide
is used as the foundation of the web service’s GUI design.

As there is increased demand for new web services and web applications, there is a
need for a tool that makes it faster and easier to develop and create consistent outcomes
all over the web service, including functionality and UI. The existing style guide and
other materials is a great starting point. Designing and defining a design system around
it is needed to take a style guide into account and improve the development process to
achieve more consistent and long-term solutions.

Before we can start defining the design system, we need to be able to identify what
areas the design system includes and what foundations the design system will be built
upon. Foundations will give us a better starting point and understanding of what we
are trying to achieve and what kind of requirements we need to fill.

2.1. Design Systems

In recent years there has been a demand for more compelling user experiences and
complex user interfaces to an increasing extent that need to work for various screens,
devices, places and people more than ever before. As a result, developers and designers
have started to disassemble interfaces into small pieces, reusable modules and building
blocks and use those design patterns to build products, features, and interfaces. Design
patterns are not alone enough. The design has to be a part of the development process
in which these modules and patterns are unified, cohesive and connected as a whole,
and the outcome of the products, features and interfaces as one.

A design system is somewhat of an amorphous term, and the design system concept
has been just emerging. Not long ago, there has been no standard definition, and

4Ward Cunningham explaining the debt metaphor: https://youtu.be/pqeJFYwnkjE

https://youtu.be/pqeJFYwnkjE
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people might have been using the term in different manners in the field. In 2021
Therese Fessenden summarised: "A design system is a set of standards to manage
design at scale by reducing redundancy while creating a shared language and visual
consistency across different pages and channels." 5. Briefly, the design system is the
single source of truth that groups all the resources for interactive media that promotes
brand alignment. The ultimate idea of the design system is to help and guide the actors
of a project to design, realise and develop products - where products are anything
digital from websites and e-services to applications on various platforms. A design
system is not just a style guide or set of design patterns, nor a UI prototyping library.
A design system can be defined as a product or a toolkit, but it is a part of the
development process. A design system is not a single deliverable but rather a set of
deliverables. Design systems generally manifest as component libraries surrounded by
usage guidance and design principles in UI development. The design system will be
living and evolving alongside the development process as the product, the tools and
the new technologies evolve.

Jina Anne has explained in the Design Systems Anthropology presentation held
at the Joint Future conference that the design system is composed of tangible and
non-tangible elements: "tools for designers and developers, patterns, components,
guideline but also - and it’s often the most difficult thing to achieve - some abstract
elements such as brand values, shared ways of working, mindset and shared beliefs."
6. Drawing the composition into a Venn diagram (Figure 1) we can demonstrate the
fusion of these elements.

Tech
People

Figure 1. Venn diagram illustrating the composition of the design system broken down
into tangible and non-tangible elements and the interoperability between them. Juho
Pekkala, 2021

5https://www.nngroup.com/articles/design-systems-101/
6Joint Future Conference 2017, Design Systems Anthropology: https://vimeo.com/

262958762

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/design-systems-101/
https://vimeo.com/262958762
https://vimeo.com/262958762
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Figure 2. Design System Pyramid. Juho Pekkala, 2021

As an example, SAP - the biggest software company in Europe - has laid out the
composition of their design system (Figure 2) into a pyramid 7 which we can interpret
similarly to Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs [5]. The pyramid is split into three sections:
at the bottom as the foundations are the tools and technologies without which the
system cannot work. The middle section includes design language specific features
such as look and feel, controls and floorplans, and standard functions, which are vital
for feasible outcomes. On the top of the pyramid are shared ways of working: a culture
that includes company values, principles, and standard practices.

The compositions can be laid out and presented in several ways, but the most
important aspect is missing from the design system pyramid: the brand. SAP went
through rebranding in 2018 8. According to the case study, it is assumed that
rebranding dismounts to every level of their work and digital products.

2.1.1. Brand

The brand has a broad impact when it comes to building digital products. A design
system is a tool for the brand to materialise and become alive in digital products. In
this work, we are not going through the branding itself but instead introducing the

7Design System by SAP: https://blogs.sap.com/2019/03/28/our-design-
system-part-1-introduction/

8SAP rebrand case study: https://rebrand.com/distinction-sap/

https://blogs.sap.com/2019/03/28/our-design-system-part-1-introduction/
https://blogs.sap.com/2019/03/28/our-design-system-part-1-introduction/
https://rebrand.com/distinction-sap/
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basics to understand how the brand influences and guides the goals in the context of
the design system.

In the book Principles of Marketing, the brand is defined as: "name, term, sign
symbol or a combination of these that identifies the maker or seller of the product"
[6]. Brands are used in business, marketing, and advertising for recognition and,
importantly, to create and store value as brand equity for the object identified to benefit
the brand’s customers, its owners, and shareholders. In brief, the brand is the image of
something.

Notably, a brand is a core element in any business with the definition. Branding has
evolved in a relatively short time in the consumer society with the ever-growing middle
class. In the nineteenth century, branding was focused on the products, e.g. logo
was a guarantee for a trustworthy service or quality product. In the late nineteenth
century, consumers became increasingly brand-conscious, and the branding evolved
towards marketing more of the brands than their products. Nowadays, branding has
evolved into making emotional connections; to mean a strategic personality for a
product or company so that the brand tells a story to suggest values and promises
which consumers may perceive and believe. Although mass production of the products
and goods moving into low-cost countries has awakened awareness amongst the
consumers. Therefore the branding and actions by it have evolved into illustrating more
sustainable values, demonstrating social responsibility, empathising with customers
and forming emotional connections that drive loyalty.

It is clear that the values are at the centre of branding. Simon Sinek has come up with
a theory value proposition called The Golden Circle model [7]. The model is widely
referenced and used according to his TED talks and citations in Google Scholar 9.

Why

How

What

Figure 3. The Golden Circle model - Why How What. Juho Pekkala, 2021

With the model (Figure 3), Sinek explains how legendary leaders, e.g. Steve Jobs
was able to inspire in order to motivate people. In his TED talk, Sinek also uses Apple

9https://scholar.google.com/scholar?cites=1715711279719669205&as_
sdt=2005&sciodt=0,5&hl=fi

https://scholar.google.com/scholar?cites=1715711279719669205&as_sdt=2005&sciodt=0,5&hl=fi
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?cites=1715711279719669205&as_sdt=2005&sciodt=0,5&hl=fi
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as an example of how The Golden Circle model works 10. It focuses on the why-how-
what narrative, and in that particular order. Sinek explains in his TED talk how Apple’s
value propositions work:

Instead of traditional marketing approach:

• What we do: "We make great computers"

• How we do it: "They are beautifully designed, simple to use and user friendly"

To Apple’s way:

• Why we do it: "Everything we do we believe in challenging the status quo; we
believe in thinking differently."

• How we do it: "The way we challenge the status quo by making our products
beautifully designed, simple to use and user friendly."

• What we do: "We just happen to make great computers, wanna buy one?"

The message is different. Sinek states that people buy "why you do it". That explains
the difference between Apple and its various competitors why Apple succeeds with
their products. However, other significant technology innovations simply fail to sell
the idea and what value they propose with their products.

The brand tries to capture why we exist and why we do things, and with the words
of Sinek, if what the brand represents resonates with you, you are a potential customer.
What makes people buy an Apple product or a Tesla product? The power of the brand
is that it acts as a promise of how the company operates, what they stand for, and
the style and quality of their product. If you hear Apple will make a TV, you will
immediately think it will be part of the Apple ecosystem, quality and UX will be high,
but also you probably cannot customise it on your own as much as maybe some other
products.

The brand is the outcome of the strategic work of what we want others to think about
us. And it creates a framework for the things a company or a person does. This way,
the brand starts from beliefs and core questions of the existence of the company and
influences culture and decision making on the whole organisation when implemented
successfully.

Essentially, the brand represents the company’s DNA; the company tries to define
it to claim a particular position, and the total collection of all customer experiences
defines what customers think the brand is. And all of this is automatically and
beautifully condensed into a logo. You see a logo that triggers memories that you
have with the company.

Tangibles of the brand are very simple when looking from a bird’s eye view. Colours
and fonts or what the logo looks like are more about the aesthetic side of things that
may help position a certain way. However, the authentic brand identity comes from
deliberate, value-based work in long-term and short-term, and daily decision-making
by everyone.

Applying value-based thinking, we can conclude that the core of the design system
is the brand. Using the brand as starting point, we can apply The Golden Circle model
to demonstrate the design system in a framework model (Figure 4).

10TED Talk by Simon Sinek: How great leaders inspire action: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=qp0HIF3SfI4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qp0HIF3SfI4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qp0HIF3SfI4
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Brand

Design Principles

Design Language

Design Patterns

Components

Figure 4. A model of the composition of a design system. Juho Pekkala, 2021

The model will help us disassemble the design system from the inside out into
different recognisable parts. The brand is the core in which design choices reflect
the brand. Brand values drive principles, brand and principles form a design language
that materialises into patterns and components.

We now have a type of foundation for the design system from this point. The point
is to get an idea and inspire how the different areas come together understandably so
that the design system becomes an understandable concept and serves the purpose.

2.1.2. Design Principles

Branding gives us extensive guidelines in which domain or context we are working
with. It is necessary to understand the domain and the end-users of our product; who
are the users, their goals, needs and motivations.

As the branding is heavily value-based, it also drives the principles. E.g. in the
context of a government and the tax department, in the welfare state, the taxes ensure
social security and welfare to all the citizens and brings certain services available for
everyone, e.g. health care. If we were to build a new e-service for creating the tax
reports, we would express the purpose of the product in a single sentence. It would
be along the lines of: "Easy, accessible and painless tax reporting for the common
good". This purpose is the product’s core, and it should inform design and development
decisions. This sentence should also be recognised by people involved and working on
the product. The purpose should be something that everyone believes in, and it should
not feel forced.
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The purpose should be written down. Ensuring that the purpose of the product is
expressed clearly through everything the people do, the purpose should be enclosed
with a few grounding principles alongside the values that the organisation and brand
already drive. The people involved in developing the product must agree on those
principles and values and commit to them.

The design principles are considerations that form the basis of any good product.
These principles help teams and members with decision making. A few simple
principles or constructive questions will guide the team towards making appropriate
decisions. Design serves as the communication between object and user, and how to
optimise that conduit of communication to make the experience of using the object
pleasurable. E.g. Steve Krug has for web usability one principle over all: "Don’t make
me think" [8 p.11]. Usability is simply the idea that an average person should use the
product without finding the process frustrating or annoying. Usability is making sure
things work well and are easy to use. Design should aim for the result where a user
opens an app or a web page; they should be able to tell the user at a glance what it is
for. It should be as apparent as can be what the purpose of things is for the user and
for the user to know what they should do immediately and then do it.

Continuing the example of e-service for tax reports; the end-users would be every
citizen from young to senior with various disabilities, e.g. from colour blindness to
complete blindness and motoric challenges. Considering all users, we could already
think of a few principles for the product: "accessible for all, simple and informative".
These principles could be written out more specifically, e.g. accessible, meaning that
fonts, font sizes, colours are WCAG11 compliant and straightforward. Meaning that
extra graphics are pruned, there are no distractions, focused on the accessible tax
reports, and informative. While checking and creating the report, the steps are guided
with easily understandable information that gives the user the confidence to do actions.

The UX design has evolved within the few years enormously, and design has taken
good transitions towards better human-centred interactions. In addition, it is good
to emphasise the "best practises" and write out those alongside the purpose, values
and context-specific principles. The basic design principles are pretty generic, with
context-specific twists in web and application design. Donald Norman, one of the
most notable researchers in the field of human-computer interaction and user-centred
design, proposes fundamental principles of interaction in his book "The Design of
Everyday Things" [9 p.10-31] which can be extended to suit the web design:

• Visibility - users should know just by looking at an interface what their options
are and how to access them

• Feedback - the user must receive feedback after every action they perform to let
them know whether or not their action was successful

• Affordance - the design should be intuitive enough that the users know how to
use and access the website just by looking at the interface

• Mapping - having a clear relationship between controls and the effect

11Web Content Accessibility Guidelines: https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-
guidelines/wcag/

https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/
https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/
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• Constraints - limiting possibilities for the user to simplify the interface and
guide the user

• Consistency - having similar operations and similar elements to achieve similar
actions

There are various sets of design principles out there, more than you can or probably
have time to seek for. Not all principles work in your case, and there are various
domains, from non-profits to private businesses. In brief, design principles are there to
guide the design choices and utilise best-known UX practices.

2.1.3. Design Language

Steve Jobs once said: "Most people make the mistake of thinking design is what it
looks like. People think it’s this veneer – that the designers are handed this box and
told, "Make it look good!" That’s not what we think design is. It is not just what
it looks and how it feels. Design is how it works." 12. The term "design language"
describes the overall visual design of a digital product. A design language consists
of a set of principles, conventions, methods, patterns and standards that give a series
of designs a consistent user experience. A design language is also known as design
vocabulary as it includes all the observable patterns, including colours, fonts, spaces,
shapes, illustrations, photographs, animations/interactions, sounds and shades. All of
this reflects as the alphabet of the brand. In practice having a design language enables
product teams to quickly iterate on product designs without losing quality along the
way. It sets up designers to use well-defined and reusable components and transparent
rules to follow on applying styling to their design. A design language can also reduce
risks and costs by doing design research once and then applying it across the business.

2.1.4. Patterns

Analogies are a great way to apply existing thinking methods to new areas. Using
existing and more readily understandable real-world examples such as architecture
is an excellent start for understanding patterns and how those can be crafted into a
feasible library of patterns as part of the design system.

Wikipedia defines pattern: "A pattern is a regularity in the world, in human-made
design, or abstract ideas. As such, elements of a pattern repeat in a predictable
manner.". In computer science, a software design pattern is a solution to a class of
problems in programming. However, software design patterns lack design patterns for
graphical user interfaces.

The concept of documenting shareable patterns has been around for a long time.
Utilised patterns can be found, e.g. in architecture, construction and manufacturing
various products. Patterns have contributed to industrial development, such as the rapid

12Article "The Guts of a New Machine" by Rob Walker, Nov. 30, 2003: https:
//www.nytimes.com/2003/11/30/magazine/30IPOD.html?ei=5007&en=
750c9021e58923d5&ex=1386133200

https://www.nytimes.com/2003/11/30/magazine/30IPOD.html?ei=5007&en=750c9021e58923d5&ex=1386133200
https://www.nytimes.com/2003/11/30/magazine/30IPOD.html?ei=5007&en=750c9021e58923d5&ex=1386133200
https://www.nytimes.com/2003/11/30/magazine/30IPOD.html?ei=5007&en=750c9021e58923d5&ex=1386133200
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development of cities via building architecture, zoning, roads, bridges, and factories
designed to mass-produce various specifically designed products and parts.

Architect Christopher Alexander introduced the idea of design patterns in his book
A Pattern Language, which has been adapted for various other disciplines, notably
software engineering. Christopher Alexander writes: "Each pattern describes a
problem which occurs over and over again in our environment, and then describes
the core of the solution to that problem, in such a way that you can use this solution
a million times over, without ever doing it the same way twice." [10]. The idea of a
pattern language has been influential in software engineering where patterns have been
used to document collective knowledge [11][12][13][14]. Collective knowledge and
documentation in software engineering are essential because applications and websites
are abstract – they do not exist, except in our heads until we identify them as such.
Applications and websites are collections of content and pages that share a common
graphic and navigational look and feel [15].

To understand more of the patterns, we can dive deeper into architecture history:
Italian Renaissance architect Andrea Palladio’s The Four Books of Architecture,
published in 1570, is the most important and influential book in architecture. It is
also one of the earliest system documentations. Palladio’s books offer a systematic set
of rules for designing and constructing buildings. These two general rules of the two
types are identified in sets from which subsets of identifiers and rules can be written.
Each rule set contains many sub-identities of components and procedures for physical
constructions. E.g. "A rule-set such as "Walls" that identifies five sub-rules based on
wall thickness only needs construction rules; there is no need for rules-based on style.
In contrast, rules for "Frames" are based on the geometric style of curves and shape
proportions. The results will yield clear identifies for a shape grammar composition
that can be based on physical and visual style." [16].

Palladio’s books are inspiring and introduce the idea of a pattern library in practice.
Applying a similar method into the design system and designing patterns for graphical
user interfaces based on rules, we can build a set of rules as patterns and those patterns
into a library of patterns in the spirit of Palladio’s rules.

Nowadays, software, applications, and websites are difficult to distinguish from
each other from the end-user perspective and are increasingly more uniform and
ubiquitous. The scale of systems can be from simple static "business card" websites
to large-scale billion-dollar business web services such as Facebook, Google or
Airbnb. The importance of patterns, systematic thinking, and collective knowledge
plays a significant role in producing superb usability and uniform and consistent user
interfaces.

With these analogies, it is clear that the design system is much more than just
patterns, as Alla Kholmatova writes the same observations in her Design Systems
book: "by design system I mean a set of connected patterns and shared practises,
coherently organised to serve the purposes of a digital product." [4 p.xii].

Kholmatova also presents patterns in two categories: functional and perceptual
patterns [4 p.184-242]. Briefly functional patterns are in practice components,
including functional documentation, e.g. how the component, module or feature
works. Functional patterns often manifest as UI component libraries, and various
design systems focus heavily on them. Perceptual patterns focus on behavioural
and visual patterns. In practice, perceptual patterns, e.g. define how elements or
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components are in the layout, in what particular order, the overall look and feel and
overall visual design. The perceptual patterns can include tone of voice, typography,
colour palette, layouts, illustrations and iconographic styles, shapes, textures, spacing,
imagery, interactions or animations, and all the specific ways those elements are
combined and used in an interface.

2.1.5. Components

Components are the foundation of the design system pyramid as it is illustrated using
Figure 2 and Figure 4. Components are the actual outcomes, technical implementations
and building blocks of the system. In many cases, the components are at the centre of
the design system, and other areas are less highlighted. Other areas might be lightly
documented, which is understandable considering the number of resources available
and enabled efforts put into the design system.

Alvar Aalto’s Artek design13 has been advanced from the early days of the design
industry. Aalto’s Artek design represented standards, system thinking and modularity.
Aalto used the same shapes and patterns in various furniture. The design is also
versatile so that furniture is suitable in various places like homes and public places
such as museums, schools, restaurants, hotels, and offices. The approach and thinking
can be applied when designing and developing UI components. Once a component
is designed and developed for a specific purpose, it can be extended and reused in a
different context or as a variant that inherits the original design.

Alongside the components comes the challenge of managing possibly hundreds
of components reasonably. One great and widely used hierarchical categorisation
approach is Atomic Design by Brad Frost [17]. The inspiration for the Atomic Design
comes from the periodic table of elements which is an essential tool in chemistry. The
Atomic Design is a methodology for creating design systems, and there are five distinct
levels in atomic design14:

1. Atoms: smallest and simplest building blocks, e.g. inputs, labels, buttons,
elements that can not be divided into parts

2. Molecules: combinations of atoms like in chemistry, e.g. specific input and
label together or button with icon together

3. Organisms: group of atoms and molecules combined, e.g. website navigation

4. Templates: presentation of content structure and layout of elements, apply
organisms such as navigation

5. Pages: instances of templates that present the actual outcome with the real
content

The atomic design might not be the easiest or the most suitable way to create a
hierarchy for the components. However, it is a great starting point to develop and

13https://www.artek.fi/fi/yritys/suunnittelijat/alvar-aalto
14Atomic Design: https://atomicdesign.bradfrost.com/

https://www.artek.fi/fi/yritys/suunnittelijat/alvar-aalto
https://atomicdesign.bradfrost.com/
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iterate the most suitable hierarchical categorisation for the need. The most important
is to have some hierarchy level and not get stuck with the semantics or too strict
hierarchies.

Components in the design system have two types of starting paths because there
are two types of projects: new and existing ones. New projects enable various
opportunities to create components from scratch and create the patterns for use cases
as needed. Existing projects require auditing the existing elements. The objective of
the audit is to create an inventory of all UI elements. The most convenient tool will be
using prototyping tools like Sketch15 or Figma16 if there are already existing prototype
layouts of the user interface. If there are none, then auditing should be started by
scraping all the views e.g. from the running web service. Views are then sliced into
pieces following the atomic design or some other specific categorisation and named
appropriately. Pieces are gathered, organised and grouped by their purpose. The last
phase will recognise similar pieces and decide which pieces will be unified and which
will be discarded. This method will simplify and reduce the number of components.
During the selection, it is good to keep in mind accessibility and valid contrast ratios,
which would be one good criterion in sorting why to keep one component and discard
the other one, or combining two into one can achieve the best solution.

2.1.6. Shared Language

It is worth mentioning the shared language within the design system. Digital products
are built by teams. Teams consist of several people with unique backgrounds and
ways of doing things. Everyone in the team has their own goals to accomplish and
personal deadlines to meet. If common conventions are not paid attention to, this
means inconsistent outcomes, sloppy patterns, and misused or duplicated features and
modules.

Naming conventions have been around a long time, especially in software
engineering. One of the principles should be the understandable and shared language
between teams and stakeholders. One of the humorous jokes in the field is that one
of the hardest things in computer science is naming things. It has a stern and implies
the importance of naming things. Especially designers and developers should be able
to develop a common naming convention to avoid silos, e.g., one problem is design
prototype components that are named differently from those built in the UI. The bigger
the teams are, the more critical the shared language becomes.

Naming conventions should be descriptive and cohesive. Using style or description
structure to describe components or patterns helps unify used language across the
design system. E.g. Git, the version control software, proposes a message style for
commits 17. It is one of the most widely used naming conventions around the world
and everyone who has internalised the convention will easily be able to read others
commit messages and write own equivalent.

15https://www.sketch.com/
16https://www.figma.com/
17Linus Torvalds about commit messages: https://github.com/torvalds/

subsurface-for-dirk/blob/a48494d2fbed58c751e9b7e8fbff88582f9b2d02/
README#L88

https://www.sketch.com/
https://www.figma.com/
https://github.com/torvalds/subsurface-for-dirk/blob/a48494d2fbed58c751e9b7e8fbff88582f9b2d02/README##L88
https://github.com/torvalds/subsurface-for-dirk/blob/a48494d2fbed58c751e9b7e8fbff88582f9b2d02/README##L88
https://github.com/torvalds/subsurface-for-dirk/blob/a48494d2fbed58c751e9b7e8fbff88582f9b2d02/README##L88
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There are probably various teams that might already have some naming conventions
in use without all the team members being fully aware or acknowledging the consisted
naming of CSS classes, for example. It is crucial to go through existing naming
conventions, write them up, unify and involve everyone in the implementation process
and document those conventions.

2.2. Parameters of the Design System

Creating a design system requires designing the system itself. Brad Frost has said
that the design system is the official story of how your organisation designs and
builds digital products18. Alla Kholmatova presented "Parameters of Your System"
as a helpful way to characterise design systems using three attributes: strictness of
the rules, modularity of the parts and distribution of the organisation [4 p.134-165].
Characterising the design system using parameters gives a broader view of the qualities
of the design system. Many factors shape the system: the structure of the organisation,
team culture, the type of product is being worked on, and the design approach.

To see how these factors play out, design system can be demonstrated using these
three attributes in Figure 5:

Figure 5. Parameters of the System - the basic template. Juho Pekkala, 2021

18Brad Frost: Blog: https://bradfrost.com/blog/link/design-systems/

https://bradfrost.com/blog/link/design-systems/
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These parameters are not binary, and each organisation sits somewhere in between.
Young and small systems tend to be loose, allow more space for freedom and
experimentation, and allow integrated outcomes. Young and small organisations are
still focusing on the essence of the product, and there is still plenty of room for
creativity and individual responsibilities.

Discovering the parameters in the organisation could start by using a simple
questionnaire to help understand how the stakeholders would see and characterise the
system. It helps to avoid various obstacles, e.g. having too strict rules, the system
might turn against, and people start taking shortcuts and making decisions out of the
system. Therefore, it is essential to fit the design system in the culture and work for
the users. These parameters can change and evolve over time. Therefore it is essential
to keep them up to date regularly, e.g. when the organisation changes. Related work
will go through some examples and compare characteristics using the parameters of
the system Figure 5.

2.2.1. Rules

Rules parameter define the strictness of how things are done within the design system.
For each organisation, it might be different because there are various factors affecting
it, from culture to available resources. Larger the organisation, the rules tend to be
more strict than small organisations with significantly fewer resources to create an
organisation-specific standard and follow such process. Both sides have their pros and
cons, which each design system designer needs to consider.

Strict

• Precise rules and processes in place that are rigorously followed

• New patterns via proposal

• Heavier process

Loose

• Informal processes

• Simple rules and simple documentation

• Best utility, not what is most consistent

• Lighter process

• Freedom for more individual creativity
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2.2.2. Parts

Parts parameter varies from multiple factors. In this section, the most determining
factor is the scale of the services or products the design system provides. The extent
of modularity should depend on the organisation, services and product.

Modular

• Need to scale

• Need to adapt to different user needs

• Need a large number of repeating parts

• Have multiple teams working on them concurrently and independently

• Cost-effective because of module reusability

Integrated

• Designed for one specific purpose

• Does not need to scale or change, enables quick outcomes

• Requires art direction outside the boundaries of the system

• Have few shared repeating parts, are one-offs that are unlikely to be reused

• Heavier to maintain

2.2.3. Organization

The structure of the design system organisation heavily depends on the culture and the
composition of the organisation. There is no single solution, and the organisation will
most likely evolve and transform over time one way or the other.

Centralized

• Rules and patterns are managed by one group of people

• Typically, this means they decide and define

• Have veto power over the system

• Manage the pattern library or other resources
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Distributed

• Everyone using the system is also responsible for maintaining and evolving it

• Autonomy for individuals

• Resiliency - if one team misses something, another one can patch

• Design knowledge and creative direction are distributed
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3. RELATED WORK

Patterns have been around for a long time, e.g. in programming where there are
reusable classes and different kinds of components and even libraries that can build up
and ease the software development. However, there is not always a reusable component
or class available that is generic and robust enough to fit all purposes. There are
various potential reusable UI components and libraries that tend to be tightly knitted
into a library as a package that serve the needs. Those might contain a lot of overhead
feature-wise. It brings other issues like difficulty understanding the extensive amount
of code inside a component and the trouble to modify the component for own needs,
i.e. there is no need for a whole car if there is only a need for a simple wheel. UI
component libraries tend to be open source and therefore valuable for utilising and
building components for own needs.

We can examine and compare existing design systems and how we could benefit
from those. As the work’s purpose is to define what kind of design system is enough
for our needs, we can learn and characterise design system features that could work
for us and pick up the points that serve the purpose. Currently, the design system trend
is increasing; therefore, there are already various existing design systems created by
companies for their usage but contribute to the community by releasing their systems
and sites as open source for others to see, use and contribute. As there are tens of
different design systems, it is virtually impossible on a small scale to dive into all
those systems philosophies, technical solutions and decisions. Therefore, a few design
systems have been chosen that are different in size and composition from different
operators as related work.

Criteria for characterising the parameters of the related work is based on light
research according to the design system websites. The scope of the platforms
the design system serves and the purpose define how strict or loose the design
system is designed. Looking at the components the design system provides, enables
deciding how modular or integrated the parts are. Distribution or centralisation of the
organisation is also visible from the design system documentation if it states how the
design system process works for them and if there is none.

3.1. Carbon Design System

Carbon Design System19 is created by IBM - an American technology company that
has developed a design system for the company’s business needs. They describe
their system as "Carbon is IBM’s open-source design system for products and digital
experiences. With the IBM Design Language as its foundation, the system consists of
working code, design tools and resources, human interface guidelines, and a vibrant
community of contributors.".

IBM funds Carbon, and they have developers and designers working full time on the
design system. According to their website: "The goals of the design system include
improving UI consistency and quality, making the design and development process
more efficient and focused, establishing a shared vocabulary between designer and

19https://www.carbondesignsystem.com/

https://www.carbondesignsystem.com/
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developer, and providing clear, discoverable guidance around design and development
best practices." 20.

Carbon’s main principles are open source, inclusiveness, accessibility, modularity
and flexibility, user-first and consistency. Carbon is built React first, but also supports
other JavaScript frameworks. Carbon gives strict guidelines, but it is modular and
distributed because they have open-sourced work (See Figure 6).

Figure 6. Parameters of the System - Carbon Design System. IBM Carbon is widely
used internally, and for those who wish to build IBM look and feel based applications,
the rules appear to be strict. With the resources and extensive component library, it
is noted that the parts are modular. Even though the design system is extensive, it
has already matured, and the organisation is widely distributed, where everyone is
welcome to contribute. Juho Pekkala, 2021

20https://v9.carbondesignsystem.com/getting-started/about-carbon/

https://v9.carbondesignsystem.com/getting-started/about-carbon/
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3.2. Microsoft Fluent Design System

Fluent Design System21 is quite similar to Carbon. Microsoft has many open-sourced
frameworks for different platforms: Web, Windows, iOS, Android, macOS and Cross-
Platform. As they have a variety of frameworks, the ruling for the system is strict
and distributed. Microsoft does not define their design system as modular, so that
the modularity might suffer in the context of frameworks. Strict in this case means
that using Fluent, the targeted products will be coherent and aligned with Microsoft
products (See Figure 7).

Figure 7. Parameters of the System - Microsoft Fluent. Juho Pekkala, 2021

21https://www.microsoft.com/design/fluent/

https://www.microsoft.com/design/fluent/
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3.3. AirBnB Design System

Airbnb’s business is based on its product. A platform for renting accommodations
and apartments. They provide their product for various platforms. According to their
blog, they needed more systematic ways since the company was growing fast and there
was a demand for various functions 22. Airbnb created a systematic visual language
DLS (Design Language System) where the specifications were standardised. Design
is synchronised with engineering, meaning that design modules in the master Sketch
file have exact equivalents in the code and are in sync. Also, all the modules are cross-
platform where every component drawn has a similar possible version in iOS, Android,
React and responsive web libraries. The design system at AirBnB is strict: there are
precise rules and process for submitting new patterns (See Figure 8). Their DLS team
aims to provide all the patterns with comprehensive documentation required by the
product designers across the company.

Figure 8. Parameters of the System - AirBnB. Juho Pekkala, 2021

22airbnb.design: Building a Visual Language https://airbnb.design/building-a-
visual-language/

https://airbnb.design/building-a-visual-language/
https://airbnb.design/building-a-visual-language/
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3.4. Duet Design System

LocalTapiola - a Finnish insurance company, has developed its design system for
internal usage. The system is described as "Duet Design System is a collection of
reusable components and tools, guided by clear standards, that can be assembled to
build digital products and experiences for LocalTapiola and Turva." 23. According to
their website, they have a core team of 6 consisting of designers and developers.

Duet Design System is closed source: "Duet Design System is meant for building
digital products and experiences for LocalTapiola and Turva. Our terms of use
do not allow the use of Duet outside of this original context.". They are using
public documentation of their system: "Public documentation makes sharing and
collaboration between different teams and third-party vendors much easier as it
increases the system’s visibility and accountability. This also makes us push towards
higher quality content and enables us to be more transparent. Finally, this also serves
as an amazing tool that we can leverage in recruiting." 24.

Their system supports various JavaScript frameworks such as Angular, React, Vue.js
and Ember, according to their website. Prototyping design is based on the Sketch app.
Components are written in TypeScript, and their CSS framework is a mix of custom
made opinionated design tokens with additional utility classes.

Duet’s design principles consist of four principles. Universality meaning that
systems that are available and accessible by everyone. Consistency enhances clarity
and makes the system more predictable and efficient to use. Performance means
that the system is fast as possible from the first load to become interactive - good
performance is a good experience. Modularity reduces complexity and the system’s
reusability by breaking it into small and easy consumable parts.

Duet is closed source, so it is not clear which are the exact parameters of their
system. Closed-source implies the system is centralised, and maybe some parts are
distributed to selected stakeholders at maximum. Their principles highlight modularity
but still theming and CSS framework built in the system, which would imply that
there are some opinionated and integrated parts involved. Guidelines give only simple
examples, e.g. how the layout should be designed, so that tells that there are not that
strict rules nor too loose rules because of the reusable components (See Figure 9).

23https://www.duetds.com/faq/
24https://www.duetds.com/faq/

https://www.duetds.com/faq/
https://www.duetds.com/faq/
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Figure 9. Parameters of the System - Duet Design System. Juho Pekkala, 2021

3.5. GOV.UK Design System

GOV.UK Design System 25 is maintained by a team at the Government Digital Service
that is part of the United Kingdom’s government. The design system’s purpose is
to make governmental services consistent with gov.uk. The system includes styles,
practices, patterns and a strong community. According to their documentation, it
appears that the rules lean towards strictness because they provide guidelines for
creating public services. Documentation shows examples of common layouts, ready to
use the official header and footer components, page examples and how to build pages.
The system also has a built-in CSS framework and template system, making it more
integrated than modular. Their system is fully open-sourced; therefore organization is
more distributed by nature (See Figure 10).

25https://design-system.service.gov.uk/

https://design-system.service.gov.uk/
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Figure 10. Parameters of the System - GOV.UK Design System. Juho Pekkala, 2021

3.6. TED Design System

TED’s design system 26 has a small team setup. The case was introduced in the
Kholmatova’s Design Systems book [4 p. 140-145]. There might be no knowledge
of the system made public in small cases. According to the book, "TED’s system is
loosely set up. Brand feel, and the utility of the page takes priority over priority over
perfect visual consistency". The loose set-up means that introducing an additional
colour or diverging from the standard layout as an exception is not a major concern
as long as it serves the purpose. This approach enables more creative experimentation
because each page or view can be fine-tuned to adapt to specific contexts and use
cases. This way, designs can be coherent but not necessarily completely consistent.
This way, processes are also more relaxed and informal, and there is more space for
creativity (See Figure 11).

26https://medium.com/made-by-ted/design-systems-c9de81da0b75

https://medium.com/made-by-ted/design-systems-c9de81da0b75
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Figure 11. Parameters of the System - TED Design System. Juho Pekkala, 2021

3.7. Comparison

Examples from different categories, big tech companies to small business and public
sector organisations, show that each has its design system aligned with its needs and
purposes. Big tech companies have resources to build excellent and comprehensive
systems, whereas small teams can build the minimum viable product to improve the
overall development.

Comparing the parameters, it is visible that big companies tend to lean on strictness
and modularity even though making the system public, which serves the purpose that
the third parties create coherent looking apps as if they were done by Microsoft, for
example. Big companies operate through rules and processes which are followed
strictly. Airbnb also has a centralised organisation because they are not developing
an operating system where they want to welcome and introduce the platform for other
developers. It is understandable that they are creating a product for a specific context
and would not want to give a competitive advantage to anyone. The smaller the team
is, the looser the rules and processes. Small teams can achieve modularity, but some
parts are heavily integrated because of the limited resources. Small teams can achieve
a more comprehensive design system with the more distributed the set-up.

Examples combined in the parameters of the system graph shows that every design
system varies, but there are apparent differences between organisation size. However,
it is good to note that even within the organisation, the design system parameters can
change along the way (See Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Parameters of the System - Examples Combined. Juho Pekkala, 2021
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4. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR DESIGN SYSTEMS

There are already various existing design systems out there open-sourced, but none
of those would serve the full purpose of what we are seeking. Public existing design
systems are mainly designed for the creators’ purposes. The context and used patterns
might be unique; processes are created for the people working on it, and brand
alignment is done for the company.

Many design systems created by companies are only public from their
documentation part mainly because they want to make the documentation public and
easily accessible for the stakeholder’s 27. Often they do not publish their component
libraries in public. However, a complete design system is made public and open-
sourced in some cases. Large tech companies mostly do those. Large systems also
have some downsides, which can be noticed with moderate research effort, and there
are risks that there might be more downsides along the way. The downsides are, e.g.
that the component library is crafted like a framework, i.e. one might easily end up in a
vendor lock situation. Therefore, the library might easily be bloated with unnecessary
features and overcomplex architecture for the needs requiring great effort to handle
those. Using a third party’s continuously changing and the developed component
library would mean being dependent on their development. If we were to modify some
parts for our needs, we are likely forced to maintain the forked versions continuously
and eventually end up fully forked versions alongside the bloat, which we did not need
in the first place. Also, leaning on an external design system, we would most likely be
tied with the technology options. A styling system could be used in the component,
e.g. SASS, CSS-in-JS, Styled components, or JavaScript libraries that we would not
want to use. Therefore the best solution is to develop our own design system to own
specific use cases and requirements without any extra and have the control. Developing
a small scale design system ourselves, we can include only necessities, look and feel
is based on the customer’s style guide, and branding comes out of the box. No third
parties can break it, nor are we forced to constantly merge third-party updates with our
own modifications.

4.1. The Multi-Vendor Environment

Our customer is Hansel Oy28, a non-profit, joint procurement company working
under the Finnish public sector. Hansel’s goal is to generate savings for the public
administration through profitable procurement. In practice, Hansel provides various
e-services for that purpose. Hansel provides various public services such as Hansel.fi,
Tutkihankintoja.fi and Hankintailmoitukset.fi. The main web service Hansel.fi also
provides various e-service applications for tendering, offers and procurement. There
are two types of end-users: customers and suppliers. Customers in this context are, e.g.
organizations, companies or municipalities from the public sector that create tendering
for their needs. Suppliers are companies that participate in the tendering and offers
their services and products. The user base includes over ten thousand customers almost

27Design Systems In Finland -list https://github.com/viljamis/design-systems-
in-finland

28http://hansel.fi

https://github.com/viljamis/design-systems-in-finland
https://github.com/viljamis/design-systems-in-finland
http://hansel.fi
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three thousand suppliers, and the yearly value of the joint procurement is over a billion
euros.

Multiple vendors develop and deliver the company’s various e-services, including
our team. Hansel has their digital team, including various functions, including
product owner, information management, IT infra, and marketing and communications
involved in some of the development areas. Our team size is three people at the start
of this work.

The multi-vendor environment organizational chart Figure 13 illustrates the working
setup as an example. The work focuses primarily on our team and how we would
improve our work. However, discovering the multi-vendor setup, it is possible enabling
the design system implementation across the multi-vendor environment. The chart is
not complete and simplified for a better understanding.
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Figure 13. The chart shows as an example of the currently settled multi-vendor
environment. The current setup is that each subcontractor works in its domains. There
is no knowledge between the subcontractors of how and what others are doing. The
problem arises if each team is repeating the same work unnecessarily, and everyone
will come up with different outcomes. Juho Pekkala, 2021

4.2. Requirements Capture Techniques

Getting started with the requirements requires case studying the current way of
working so that the new design system process could be implemented. The
implementation phase starts from defining technical outcomes and our requirements
in the big picture. E.g. start by creating user stories and use cases from different
role perspectives. Defining own unique design system as a part of the development
process needs to start from clarifying and documenting the current state of the process.
Not everything needs to be developed from scratch since the design system is about
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bringing things together and gathering the resources into one manageable place. As
the design system is a broad concept, own definitions are needed for own usage.

The main requirement for the design system is that it will technically provide
building blocks and components, either design kit components or ready to use coded UI
components, documentation and guidance. A design system can be seen as a product,
and in a technical nature, it is a piece of software that requires some specifications
and plans. We promote the agile ways and use user stories to suggest everyday
requirements.

In agile development, the most important tool is the user story. According to
one of the influential authors in the field, Mike Cohn [18]: "A user story describes
functionality that will be valuable to either user or purchaser of software. User stories
are composed of three aspects:

1. A written description of the story, used for planning and reminder

2. Conversations about the story to serve to flesh the details of the story

3. Tests that convey and document details and that will be used to determine that
the story is complete".

Traditional user stories have been commonly written based on a Connextra template
[19, 18]29 e.g. "As a <role> I can <capability>, so that <receive benefit>. "so that"
which Mark Cohn has suggested [20], gives the story the statement what benefit or
value the capability will provide. As we have promoted the value aspect of everything
we do, we want all the features and capabilities to bring some value. There has also
been debating how to write user stories, but the point is that the stories do not have
to follow the template precisely but mainly act as a checklist that requires information
is included in the user story. Also, the Agile Alliance User Story Template guide
states: "Many novice teams fall into rote application of this or some other user story
format. In fact, such formats are intended more as checklists. A more relaxed phrasing
is often just as effective at communicating the overall intent of a user story. Since
the greatest amount of detail about a user story will in any case arise in conversation
between members of the team, often quite some time after initially writing a story card,
spending much effort and time on complying with user story templates is without much
point." 30 Bill Wake has listed desirable points for good user stories, and tasks [21]:

"INVEST" acronym to remind of good stories

• I - Independent: a desirable story that does not overlap with anything else could
be scheduled and implemented in any order.

• N - Negotiable: not an explicit contract for features; details co-created by the
customer and developer during development. A good story captures the essence,
not the details.

• V - Valuable: valuable so that it provides a complete deliverable in all software
layers.

29Glossary: User Story Template: https://www.agilealliance.org/glossary/user-
story-template/

30https://www.agilealliance.org/glossary/user-story-template/

https://www.agilealliance.org/glossary/user-story-template/
https://www.agilealliance.org/glossary/user-story-template/
https://www.agilealliance.org/glossary/user-story-template/
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• E - Estimable: the story needs to be understandable so that we can rank and
schedule the story’s implementation; we do not need an exact estimate.

• S - Small: small stories are more understandable and often takes days or weeks
to implement.

• T - Testable: the story should be easy to test by anyone.

"SMART" acronym to remind of effective tasks

Stories are broken down into tasks for the benefit of developers.

• S - Specific: task needs to be specific enough that everyone can understand what
is involved in it.

• M - Measurable: agreement whether the task is done; should, e.g. include
implementation, tests, refactors.

• A - Achievable: task owner or assignee should expect to be able to achieve a
task.

• R - Relevant: every task should be relevant, can be explained and justified.

• T - Time-boxed: expectation how long a task should take time; indicator if help
is needed, change assignee in order to get task and the story done.

Great practice for user stories is to describe all the parts involved, e.g. UI, business
logic and database, i.e. end-to-end functionality, and not just one technical layer
invisible to the end-user. E.g. in the multi-vendor environment, it is beneficial to
create user stories from the distributed aspect as well:

Examples:

• As a core developer, I can <capability>, so that <receive benefit>

• As a multi-vendor developer, I can <capability>, so that <receive benefit>

• As a core designer, I can <capability>, so that <receive benefit>

• As a multi-vendor designer, I can <capability>, so that <receive benefit>

• As a customer, I can <capability>, so that <receive benefit>

• As a copywriter, I can <capability>, so that <receive benefit>

• As a marketer, I can <capability>, so that <receive benefit>

To define the design system, we need to be able to answer a set of questions because
the need for a design system comes from the inside out. The implemented system is
heavily dependent on the context. Questions to be answered, high level and low-level
questions and solutions are divided into three aspects: resource, technical and process.
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4.2.1. Resource Aspect

Resources are the number one starting point to plan time, place, and allocation.
Resourcing is to decide on what level the design system will be resourced. What
would be the size of the budget, what is the size of the team, how many people will be
actively be involved, will there be the establishment of a separate dedicated team, or
is the system developed alongside the existing ongoing project. It is possible to start
designing and developing UI components and enhance the documentation alongside
ongoing projects on a small scale. The total development time does not necessarily
increase but focuses more consciously on consistent outcomes.

Whether small or big, regardless of the resources, it might be a good idea to start the
system as an MVP. Iterate and learn how the system starts to form and educate people
on the system. Documenting resource usage in a swim lane flow chart is one way to
develop the design system alongside other tasks.

• Temporal resources: tied to available time

• Financial resources: tied to available research and development budget

• Human resources: tied to available work force and allocation

4.2.2. Technical Aspect

The technical aspect helps generate an overview of what kind of technical solution
is required. From a design perspective, various products most likely require design
alignment, reviewed for generating coherent and consistent patterns, e.g. the behaviour
of a feature on a mobile app and web desktop might differ from each other, which
would require alignment. Alignment generates non-technical work, but it is also
required to get technical solutions aligned.

Targeting various platforms and using multiple technologies increases the attention
needed in the technical solutions, but the design system does not care about the
number of platforms and technologies. Although researching the technical aspect,
there might raise questions about the technological choices if they need alignment.
The point is that having multiple client-side technologies increases the amount of work
creating UI libraries for each language or technology. Using various technologies
raises questions of what to expect from the component library. Is there versatility
out of the box, components for every possible use case, acceptance of opinionated
framework approach and themes? For example, would Material UI suit, or is there a
need to customize it heavily? Does the amount of work used on customization be more
than developing a component from scratch to fulfil the requirement. The simple versus
complex scheme has to choose how much out-of-the-box features or control over the
outcome.

• How large is the system’s user base, number of teams and people?

• How familiar are they with the subject? How thorough is the guidance required?

• How many products need to be aligned?
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• Is there consistent prototype designs or design kits?

• How many target platforms; desktop, web, mobile phones, tablet computers,
embedded systems, car systems, home automation?

• How many technologies need to be supported? E.g. HTML, Web Components,
React, Angular, Vue, Java, .NET, Android, iOS, Qt?

• Starting from scratch or lean on existing design system such as Material Design
combined with a UI framework, e.g. Material UI?

• Is there multiple front-end tools in use? Do they need unifying? Choose modern
tools, e.g. Webpack for tooling, Storybook for UI development and a static site
generator for documentation.

The design system will be the codebase for unified styles and components from a
technical aspect. It can also work as an isolated UI development environment where
each component will be presented independently and combined with other elements in
the spirit of atomic design.

There are two ways to approach a design system from a technical aspect; technology-
agnostic design system or technology-specific design system. The tech-agnostic design
system idea from Brad Frost 31 brings up the issue of falling into the trap of coupling a
UI with a specific tech stack (Figure 14). The tech-agnostic is the main layer that does
not consider the technology, and most likely, it is a combination of plain HTML and
CSS. Tech-specific layers inherit main layer styles and models. Each app is then based
on the tech-specific variants. Layers in a tech-agnostic approach enable readiness to
scale out of the box prevents stumbling into technological barriers.

He also says, "Creating a technology dependency to achieve a specific UI style
inherently limits where that UI can go. That might not be an issue if the design
system only serves one or two applications that share the same technology stack, but
this becomes a big issue for organizations that manage tons of applications built on a
smorgasbord of technology. Those are the same organizations that can reap the most
benefits from a solid design system.".

Frost explains that a tiered system helps to maintain the tech-agnostic design system
in addition to tech-specific flavours. Frost also brings up a living example of a working
model: Bootstrap32, which is initially a tech-agnostic version. However, nowadays,
there are versions of Bootstrap, e.g. React, Angular, WordPress, flavours that take
the core HTML and CSS and convert them into tech-specific implementations. Tech-
specific implementations inherit the canonical Bootstrap, and individual applications
will be using tech-specific implementations as a dependency. When the canonical
Bootstrap updates to the next version, the tech-specific flavours will update their
implementations at their own pace.

31Managing technology-agnostic design systems https://bradfrost.com/blog/post/
managing-technology-agnostic-design-systems/

32Bootstrap https://getbootstrap.com/

https://bradfrost.com/blog/post/managing-technology-agnostic-design-systems/
https://bradfrost.com/blog/post/managing-technology-agnostic-design-systems/
https://getbootstrap.com/
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Figure 14. Demonstration of the layers in tech-agnostic design system. Juho Pekkala,
2021

4.2.3. Process Aspect

Process aspect challenges to find out and review current ways of working. The process
aspect might not be straightforward. In the current organization, especially in software
development, there might be various processes in use within different teams in the
organization. Teams might be using various project management models e.g. from
traditional scrum33 ways to variants of agile34, kanban 35 or extreme programming36.
Reconciliation between all teams might be a challenge. However, the design system
process can also live as a separate process so that the teams’ current ways of working
will not drastically change. These points might help open the process aspect:

• What kind of development process are is used now? Is it working at this
moment? Will it work if the organization grows or even multiplying, e.g. agile
or some iterative approach?

33https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scrum_(software_development)
34https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agile_software_development
35https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kanban
36https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extreme_programming

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scrum_(software_development)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agile_software_development
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kanban
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extreme_programming
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• Is the design process taken into account, design thinking? How will it be
included in the overall process?

• Is the process documented already, if not document it using, e.g. a flow diagram

• Add the design system flow to the existing process diagram

• Add the design system to project and time management, e.g. using a swim lane
flow chart

• How to publish the design system for all stakeholders

• Guidance and communication to the stakeholders about how to communicate
about the design system

4.3. Our Requirements

Requirements are divided into three different categories: resources, technologies and
process. With these categories, it is easier to outline the overall picture. The main focus
is to get the design system started and have plans to develop and maintain it. The goal
is also to get applications UIs aligned before delivering them to other stakeholders.

4.3.1. Resources

Our resource aspect is simple as we are doing continuous development as a
subcontractor, which also means that our financial aspect is unambiguous. Therefore
we do not have separate financial resources for different ventures. Temporal resourcing
goes as our customer prioritises the project work, and we adapt the overall development
around it.

Our team is relatively small, it has been 2-3 persons for years, but we require more
to scale our work. We want to have a permanent designer role with art direction
capabilities that understands the context we are working in and understands what
kind of applications the whole web service includes so that all the applications can
be aligned.

4.3.2. Technologies

Our technology requirements are limited to a couple of technologies. We have three
main points for our technology requirements:

• Better tools for managing design assets because existing ones have been
scattered, and it has been not easy to reuse old prototypes

• UI library that serves the old plain HTML UI and provides components for new
React-based applications

• Documentation site where it is easy and painless to document
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The main goal is to create a component library in the spirit of an MVP. We are
creating our own component library because we want to choose our technologies and
handle the choices. Components are developed using a stateless approach. There are no
business logic nor complicated functionalities built within the components—thinking
of the simplest component being an HTML input element that is wrapped into a
component that owns its styles and provides API that is being used at a higher-order
component. Business logic will be implemented on top of the stateless component
because they vary on the use cases and are often not repeatable. If they were repeated,
another component would be implemented to handle the use case and therefore be
multi-usable. This stateless approach will not force a developer to hack and fork the
component to make it work in corner cases. Also, at some point, the design system
needs to help build other services by other teams and subcontractors.

4.3.3. Process

Because the team has been relatively small with people, we have not had a documented
process of how we build things. We want to improve the process while we are
increasing the team size. The process becomes important. We also want to involve
the design process as a part of the development process because we have not had a
permanent designer, and the design process has been almost nonexistent. Researching
our ways of working the current process has been feature-driven development 37 and
iterative as we are doing continuous development. It also includes traditional ways of
working from scrum38 such as short daily meetings within the development team where
everyone explains what they have been doing previously and upcoming work. Also,
planning is added to dailies when needed after the basic daily round is completed. We
also hold weekly meetings where customer stakeholders are present. Previous work
is being reviewed and discussed in the weeklies, next work is planned and prioritized,
and weeklies are also commonplace to review and discuss specifications for upcoming
features.

We are leaning on a feature-driven approach in continuous development, which
means that the iterative process runs through on the feature level. As laid out in
Figure 15 the basic process initiates from new demand for new functionality, modifying
or renewing an existing one. The process starts from defining requirements from
the customer, which are complemented with technical specifications. Based on the
specifications design phase that will take place, appropriate diagrams will be drawn,
and if there is a new UI required, it will be prototyped. Before the building phase,
the design will be introduced to the customer and accepted. During the build phase,
it is common to find undiscovered corner cases which might again require adjusting
specifications and communication with the customer. The last phase will be a review
with the customer, and when it is accepted, it will be scheduled for release.

37https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature-driven_development
38https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scrum_(software_development)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature-driven_development
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scrum_(software_development)
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Figure 15. Current iterative delivery process flow. Juho Pekkala, 2021

Workflow

Workflow refers to how the actual development work is being tracked. There are
various issues and project tracking systems, but the importance is to follow a suitable
process for own purposes. Some project tracking systems can provide process types
out of the box or provide tools to customize the workflow.

For our purpose, we are using simplified agile. We use epics, features, stories and
tasks, which translates into features, pieces of features and implementations of those
pieces. Kanban boards are one of the main tools we are using in our delivery process.
We have been currently using Jira 39 for our project and task management, which
has proven slightly heavy for our usage, so we want to seek an alternative solution.
Eventually, we want the workflow to operate more efficiently overall, but having a
different tool is not a priority. The new tool should meet the same requirements as Jira
but make the task handling more agile.

39https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira

https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira
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5. DESIGN SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

In principle, the main goal was to understand design systems and ways to make design
and UI development more systematic and efficient ways to gain cohesive and coherent
outcomes. When we talk and plan things under one roof term, the design system gives
certainty and a framework to do things better in principle.

The goal was an MVP implementation to make it possible with existing available
resources. It was known previously what was needed and what limitations there
were. There was an earlier attempt to gather some technical implementation of shared
components library using React that would work as the components in the design
system before we had learned and researched the design system. It initially served the
purpose, but we stumbled as we did not have a proper goal or enough understanding of
what we tried to achieve with it. In retrospect, it gave a reason to start seeking better
approaches and solutions. The venture on shared components was not pointless but
rather an excellent first step or even proof of concept for the technical implementation
of how we could start using it. We managed to gather enough knowledge of design
systems, the theory behind them, how to implement them in practice, so we were able
to kickstart the design system alongside a new project.

The venture started by announcing that we had decided to pursue a design system
for our needs. The venture started by gathering and mapping our existing resources
and defining our requirements according to our needs. We started defining our
requirements based on the theory we had gathered. We wanted to have everyone
on the same page, so we defined our own "parameters of the design system". The
requirements phase continued to research current problem areas and define design
patterns. Requirements also include our technology choices and the process of how
we will be developing and documenting in the future.

5.1. Parameters of the Design System

It was necessary to lay out our system parameters to see how the characteristics would
be compared to the related work. The development team was given a questionnaire
to scale each part 1-10 and comment on how they thought about the system. As
preliminary information, the design system’s parameters and each part were explained
according to the theory part.

The result is very similar to the TED design system, which is the smallest of the
design system examples (See Figure 16). Our team wants a looser system with
some specific opinionated strictness. One comment from the questionnaire clarifies
that having a too strict system hinders innovation. With a small team, it is virtually
impossible to create a fully modular system as large tech companies can achieve
with their resources. Based on the questionnaire, we want to distribute our design
system where new proposals and contributing would be easy as possible in the future.
Also, having someone as a key responsible person would prevent a scenario where
"someone" is responsible, but nobody takes the responsibility.
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Figure 16. Parameters of the System, results from the questionnaire from the
development team compared with TED design system that was considered a
comparable related work in size. Juho Pekkala, 2021

5.2. Design Patterns

Going through requirements and reviewing existing applications, it became clear that
two clear points needed attention. Static content and information on the website
and forms used in e-service applications needed improvements and unifying the
functionalities and UI. The most critical patterns were prioritized to be created and
documented first. We have decided that creating new patterns arises from a need. If we
notice any grievance or inconsistencies, we will bring that to the design table and unify
possible use cases. We recognized use cases for tables as the third significant pattern,
but we currently monitor the use cases and upcoming features.

5.2.1. Content

The website Hansel.fi is the primary place for the informational content and works as
a portal for the e-services. During the years, the amount of content was increased and
scattered. Researching the current state of information architecture revealed that the
hierarchy of content and navigation needed reconstruction. Existing content suffered
from a unwieldy content hierarchy which had expanded during the years. The content
was heavily focused under one main category, which had extended to five content
levels without straightforward navigation for the content. The new strategy was to
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reduce levels in the content hierarchy and focus on having two to three content levels
at maximum (See Figure 17).

Figure 17. Left graph demonstrates the old state of the information architecture and
right graph demonstrates how new content pages would be more efficiently organized.
Juho Pekkala, 2021
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5.2.2. Form Pattern

Forms are one of the essential elements and building blocks in the web service.
Therefore it was essential to create a form pattern. There were multiple multi-step
forms with dynamic features which required end-user dedication to complete the form.
Forms had similarities, and therefore one pattern could be implemented for existing
and future forms.

Some forms had notably separate phases where the form-process was done to a
specific point where it required another user’s input so that the phase would progress
to the next step. Each phase would follow the following flow:

1. Draft: a phase where the form is yet to be sent, partially done

2. Summary: a phase where the form is saved and can be viewed as a summary
before completion

3. Result: a phase that indicates the form was completed

The draft phase can also be split into two steps where it can be saved and edited
before it will be sent entirely for further processing, and that also enable use cases
where the edit needs to take place after the actual send step. Draft steps can also
be split into separate steps as much as needed if there are logically separable areas
(See Figure 18). E.g. if the initial draft step asks for basic information such as names,
contact details and addresses, and the second step asks for context-specific details, then
it is already a valid point to separate those steps and make the UX best possible. Phase
patterns can be implemented repeatedly to a form-process as many times as necessary.
E.g. if a customer is starting a new tendering, the first step will be giving the basic
information about the customer itself, like the organization and necessary tendering
details. The second step would include the details of what the tendering includes, e.g.
if the tendering is about rental cars, this would be the step where the customer gives
details about how many days or distance the cars will be driven.

Figure 18. Form pattern following the 3-phase flow where step 1-2 being draft phase,
step 3 summary phase and step 4 result phase. Juho Pekkala, 2021
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5.2.3. Card Pattern

A card pattern was created for the new content strategy to simplify certain content and
navigation inside content layouts. Card pattern is usable on various use cases from
mobile to desktop. It is also nowadays commonly used pattern in various websites and
mobile applications.

The card pattern is essentially a pattern to create or highlight certain content around
the website. Cards are versatile and can be used in various ways and sizes as long as
the same layout is applied. E.g. cards can be used as it is in small or large size (See
Figure 19 and Figure 20).

For more complex usage the card pattern can be utilized to content carousel (See
Figure 21), part of a content layout grid where each grid cell contains card content
(See Figure 22), as a content navigation inside a single page, and work as a collection
page (See Figure 23), or as sidebar content (See Figure 24. The grey area illustrates a
placeholder for an image suitable for the content.

Figure 19. The plain card base and an example of a single card with some content.
Juho Pekkala, 2021
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Figure 20. Example of a single wide card that fills the content area. Juho Pekkala,
2021

Figure 21. Example of the content carousel using the card pattern. Juho Pekkala, 2021

Figure 22. Example of 3 cards set into a row. Juho Pekkala, 2021
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Figure 23. Card pattern enables using the cards in a grid. This pattern can be applied
to a page template where this can act e.g. as a page navigation for the sub pages or
show related content. Juho Pekkala, 2021
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Figure 24. Example of a single page 2-column content layout where cards are utilized
into a sidebar info cards. Juho Pekkala, 2021

5.2.4. Other Patterns

Looking at the card pattern, we can utilize it in other use cases as well: tables
and accordions or a combination of both in specific use cases (See Figure 25). It
demonstrates that these patterns can live and evolve.

Figure 25. Example that illustrates how the card pattern can be utilized to an accordion
feature which displays or hides a table content when clicked from the right top corner
button. Juho Pekkala, 2021
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5.3. Resources

Team size has increased from 2-3 people to 5-6 and has a permanent designer leading
the design system shift. Resource allocation has not changed, except the size has
increased. The mindset and the process has done the most significant shift in how the
process is used now. We are still working on the design process and documentation
because the shift towards design thinking will take time.

5.4. Technologies

5.4.1. Design Tools

From the technologies aspect, we started from existing designs and design tools.
Previously design prototypes and wireframing had been done by using Sketch40. There
were multiple Sketch files, and we wanted to combine all designs into one place that is
easily accessible rather than having separate design files here and there and constantly
having to work on the file organization itself. The more files there were, the more
complicated it became to open up multiple files and travel between them. Also, we
had a potential problem of having Sketch tied on macOS41 operating system only if
there were other operating system users in the future. Figma42 provided solutions for
all of those, and it has served well so far. In addition, Figma provides prototype design
sharing capabilities, so it is easy to share clickable prototype versions for the customer.
Sketch did not have that functionality at that time, and we had to use separate software
to demo those prototypes. Figma provided an import capability for Sketch files, so we
could import all old sketches to Figma and start organizing them there. Outdated and
scattered layouts were split into separate boards, which eased our job of splitting UI’s
into smaller parts and seeing the most critical parts that needed work.

5.4.2. Front-End Tools

Teams are likely already using relatively new tools, as did we. We had chosen Webpack
43 for the front-end tooling alongside with the first React44 project. Webpack is a
popular tool for JavaScript projects. When starting creating new components in the
design system we adopted TypeScript45 for the future React components.

We chose Storybook46 as one of our main front-end development tools. Storybook
is an isolated component development environment enhanced with various plugins that
facilitate documentation. It means that UI components can be easily developed in the
Storybook standalone environment because it can also work as a playground where

40https://www.sketch.com/
41https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MacOS
42https://www.figma.com/
43https://webpack.js.org/
44https://reactjs.org/
45https://www.typescriptlang.org/
46https://storybook.js.org/

https://www.sketch.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MacOS
https://www.figma.com/
https://webpack.js.org/
https://reactjs.org/
https://www.typescriptlang.org/
https://storybook.js.org/
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one can implement functions for the components. Storybook also supports nowadays
commonly used Markdown47 and MDX48 markup languages which enable creating
comprehensive documentation in the same environment. The latest UI’s are partially
built using React, but we are aiming for a tech-agnostic approach because we still have
multiple old fashioned server-rendered Django49 applications.

5.4.3. Components and Design Tokens

Our starting point for components came alongside a separate project where we started
implementing components separately in an isolated environment. Based on the project
requirements, we had prioritized our component development to form parts. It included
various inputs, buttons, form layouts, landing layouts and states.

Our philosophy for creating components is formed as a "stateless approach". We
wanted to create components as dummy as possible, which means that the components
are primarily only a presentation of a UI piece. Business logic and states are always
handled on the upper level of components. In that way, the components are simple,
meaning easier development, readability and maintainability. Having simple logic
does not create complex dependencies, which might be hard to switch and ditch. This
approach also advocated that we maintain old traditional multi-page web applications
where rendering happens on the server, and the result is presented as a static web
page. For this purpose we also needed similarities between plain HTML50 and React
components. One of our targets was that e.g. React-based button styles are easily
copied and used in plain HTML templates receiving the same outcome and vice versa.

As concluded in the brand section earlier, the brand eventually condenses into a
logo and other simple tangibles such as colours and fonts. The logo (Figure 26) and
e.g. button components (Figure 27) are the representation of core aesthetic side of the
things.

Figure 26. The Hansel logo. Hansel, 2022

Figure 27. Button group aligned with the Hansel brand blue color. Juho Pekkala, 2022

Looking at a single simple component, e.g. input component, Figure 28 we cannot
determine much from it unless these inputs are extended to an actual use case, e.g. a

47https://www.markdownguide.org/
48https://mdxjs.com/
49https://www.djangoproject.com/
50https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTML

https://www.markdownguide.org/
https://mdxjs.com/
https://www.djangoproject.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTML
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simple form where end-user can manage their user-specific information and change
their password Figure 29. Using three different components: text input, horizontal
divider and primary button component, we can already achieve a clean working form.
Building forms also require following specific guidelines for spacing, but we can build
new forms fast and without pain with this method.

Figure 28. Input component. Juho Pekkala, 2022

Figure 29. Simple form example layout. Juho Pekkala, 2022
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5.4.4. Styling System

The styling system will be the biggest part of renewing from a technical aspect.
Because our old CSS51 codebase relies on legacy Sass52 and CSS framework53 that
doesn’t serve the purpose anymore and it causes inconsistency in various places and it
has become hard to maintain. We are not keen on maintaining a large CSS codebase
with obfuscated class namings, so we needed a better solution to renew the codebase
and create a coherent styling system.

We ended up choosing Tailwind CSS54 as our styling system, which is a utility-first
based CSS framework. In other words, it is "functional CSS" instead of old "semantic
CSS". In practice, it means that the Tailwind CSS provides out of the box utility classes
that there is minimal to no need to write actual CSS. Tailwind CSS enables minimal to
none CSS because the library provides automatic removal for unused CSS, giving the
best possible performance. Adam Wathan, the creator of Tailwind CSS, has explained
why "best practises" do not work. He writes: "I’ve written a few thousand words on
why traditional "semantic class names" are the reason CSS is hard to maintain, but
the truth is you’re never going to believe me until you try it. If you can suppress the
urge to retch long enough to give it a chance, I really think you’ll wonder how you
ever worked with CSS any other way." 55. There is a methodology called BEM (Block
Element Modifier)56 that is designed to help achieve reusable components and code
sharing in the front-end. We had experimented with that as well, but naming things can
easily become a barrier and slow down the early development. We have to reconsider
using BEM in the future because Tailwind CSS provides ways to create a name for a
combination of multiple utility classes. In that way, we can achieve a minimal utility
based CSS framework and create meaningful naming conventions in the future.

5.4.5. Documentation and Guides

We see our documentation as the knowledge base and manifestation of the design
system. Documentation includes all our material organized in the Storybook. We want
to follow the "if it is not documented, it does not exist" -mentality so that no one would
slack on the documentation. Documentation is designed to be in a logical order so that
reading through, the reader should understand why, how and what. We initialized the
documentation with a minimalistic approach, only covering the areas we prioritized as
mandatory. Over time the documentation will evolve, and each part and component
should be documented with all possible variants and possibly provide some use cases.
The documentation should cover the following categories at least:

51https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CSS
52https://sass-lang.com/
53https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CSS_framework
54https://tailwindcss.com/
55https://adamwathan.me/css-utility-classes-and-separation-of-

concerns/
56http://getbem.com/
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https://sass-lang.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CSS_framework
https://tailwindcss.com/
https://adamwathan.me/css-utility-classes-and-separation-of-concerns/
https://adamwathan.me/css-utility-classes-and-separation-of-concerns/
http://getbem.com/
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• Getting Started: The documentation starts from the getting started section,
which includes an introduction to the design system and design and development
guides.

• Guidelines: includes design tokens and content from the style guide. Design
tokens are the values to build and construct a UI. These values are, e.g. spacing,
colour, typography.

• Patterns: documentation of the patterns and usage guide, e.g. how to build
consisted forms

• Components: documentation of single components, e.g. button and its variants

• Layouts: example layouts to speed up new UI development

As we will be using Storybook it will the handbook for every day work as
well as being our main environment for creating new UI components or creating
documentation Figure 30. Seeing the documentation in practise using Storybook:
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Figure 30. Practical example how the design system documentation will manifest using
Storybook. Juho Pekkala, 2022
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5.4.6. Versioning

One of the substantial outcomes was the versioning of the current web applications.
Because one of the goals with the design system is to get all UIs aligned together, the
versioning would ease us in various ways (See Figure 31). It makes discussing the UIs
easier, e.g. when we can point out which version is in question. We ended up having
three versions: version 1 means the legacy versions of the UI, which are mainly done
with technologies that we do not use anymore and are outdated. Version 1 will exist
as long as some web applications are still used and are not yet aligned with the latest
version. Version 2 means that legacy technology is updated to the latest one we use,
which is Tailwind CSS. However, the complete web service redesign gives us version
3, which will be the latest and the desired version for the UI alignment in the future.

Figure 31. Version upgrades presented in the timeline how the applications could be
scheduled for an upgrade. Upgrading from version 1 to version 3 requires switching
and upgrading to latest technologies. From version 2 to version 3 requires less work
because it would only need to apply the latest design. Juho Pekkala, 2021
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5.5. Process

We ended up creating a separate process for the design system. When examining the
basic iterative delivery process flow, the design system adds an extra step (Figure 32)
for the design system.

Design system process flow (Figure 33) creates completely new more detailed flow
how UI components will be created in the future. The presented flow is the long term
goal for the design system. The first phase will likely end up only in the internal
UI library until the library is ready and comprehensive enough for publishing to other
stakeholders. The new process brings more clarity and certainty. Previously not having
a process for consistent UI development at all, this will be a good starting point and
beneficial for the future.

Design System Process starts from a need. The basis is a described use case
from which the design process will start. It is followed by prototype inputs from
reviewers who decide if it is ready for development. The release process will follow
the development after acceptance. Acceptance is another review step where it is
reviewed as in code reviewed and checked that styles pass UI requirements. Finally,
the release will take place and which could follow a generation of the living style
guide or publishing the latest addition to the UI library, which ends up to applications
or websites in the end.
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Figure 32. Left graph is the old process and right graph is the new upgraded process.
New iterative delivery process flow was upgraded to have a design system decision
step compared to the old process. Juho Pekkala, 2021
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Figure 33. Left graph is the new upgraded process and in the right is the design system
process. Juho Pekkala, 2021
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6. DISCUSSION

Researching the topic was mandatory to gain enough knowledge to be prepared for
the venture. It was also necessary to research and discover possible problem areas in
the design, UX cases, and overall content structure. There were repeatable patterns
discovered, such as a form pattern. Form pattern has a significant role in the context
that needed defining and improvement. Also, issues were found when researching
the content structure, which was laid out as an information architecture diagram to
visualize the current state, discover problems and make decisions on the content
strategy.

The actual design work consisted of reverse-engineering the current design state,
creating a design kit for the prototyping tool Figma and creating design tokens for
current needs. With the atomic approach, various designs were split into parts, and
unified design prototypes were achieved.

The timeline for the work was over two years; meanwhile, a new React based
project was launched and was developed according to the design system UI
component approach. Each necessary component was developed in the Storybook’s
isolated environment. Also, documentation was started based on our design system
requirements.

All these discoveries, requirements and desire for UI renewal led to a decision
to redesign the overall visual design with boundaries according to already created
patterns, existing brand material and style guide. The design system’s technical
implementation shifted to a tech-agnostic approach using Storybook, where the
design tokens and documentation was continuously implemented. React-based UI
components continued living in a separate tech-specific Storybook. The redesign of
the overall visual design led to a renewal of the customer’s main web service UI and
various older web applications underneath. The renewal consisted of various future
proof design solutions and unification and creating new patterns such as card content
pattern.

As we are developing services as a subcontractor for the customer, it is vital to
understand the value of outcomes from the customer’s perspective. The customer
has various ongoing projects from different subcontractors; therefore, it would be
beneficial to achieve a system that would facilitate more effortless and more rapid
UI development. Saved time and effort could save the budget, or channelling the saved
time and budget could be allocated to more productive and creative work. The ultimate
best outcome and possibility is that the system would prevent unnecessary repeatable
work in design and UI development and benefit all the stakeholders in the future.

There are some challenges in delivering the system for all the stakeholders and
how the communication would take place. The technical delivery itself is trivial.
Subcontractors might be working in their potholes without knowing what others are
doing. The solution for that would be a dedicated channel as the multi-vendor
environment where all the necessary communication and decision-making would
occur. These challenges seem relatively trivial; therefore, it would be more of a will to
develop and organize.

If you ask, do I need to build a design system? Yes, at some level. At the start, it
will take the most effort, but it will start paying off very quickly. If the constraints feel
burdening, build the design system that helps and enables, not limits. In the end, it will
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help to create UI’s faster and with better quality. Start with an MVP design system,
compact style guide with UI components and evolve them with patterns and guides as
needed while caring that the deliverable outcomes are unified, coherent and consistent,
which is the ultimate goal and purpose of the system.

The design system is not just a tool for large ventures but a feasible solution at any
scale when when internalized the elements. The deliverables created and resources
collected in the system will live through the whole organization and become a valuable
asset for future projects to come. Learning and studying from the big makers cannot
go badly wrong; they provide lots of insights and material that are free to use. In
a nutshell, the design system in small scale development is mostly reorganizing how
to build features, designing and maintaining patterns, modules and components, and
creating and documenting a straightforward process of how the implementation will
work. It is visible that many organizations and companies are building design systems
for their needs, and it is becoming even more common.

Designing a design system on a small scale, in the end, is a considerable effort, at
least at the beginning of the venture. This work has shown that the design system
implementation should include a larger group gathering where the ideas can be steered
into a mutual understanding of the choices, and the workload should be divided. The
design system requires at least one or two responsible persons to execute the actual
work within the design system. The best option would be to involve several team
members, including designers and developers, to become familiar with the design
system. Small scale design systems might not be easy to compare the large ventures
because the resources and scale differ enormously. It is almost like comparing a rowing
boat to an offshore cruising ship. Comparing the related work and characterizing the
parameters of the design system, our design system has similarities to the smallest
example: the TED design system. The scale of the work and the systems are relatively
small. Rules tend to lean on the looseness because there are few users, resources are
low, and the systems have not grown to a level where strict rules would benefit. Many
of the parts are integrated for a simple reason: there are only few repeating parts, so
no need to build highly modular components. The design system in both appears to be
distributed in nature, meaning that anyone who works within the system is welcome to
develop the system further without centralised decision making. TED leans on using
a curated set of components and patterns made in Sketch, as we have in Figma. In
addition, we have taken the path to develop components in Storybook using both tech-
agnostic and tech-specific approaches for both HTML and React.

The results and the implementation were partly deficient, which proves that the
design system is indeed a broad concept and the work require more effort than
expected. The scale of the work extends to a level where it is hard to evaluate what
has worked and what has not. It would require more comprehensive implementation,
a longer timeline, and an actual acid test from other team members, teams and
stakeholders.

It is not necessarily sensible to build too massive and detailed designs and plans
beforehand for the design system because the direction most likely would change along
the way. Instead, focusing on the rough overall plans and refining the details along the
way would achieve better results. Advantages for starting minimal there will be more
room to steer the direction one step at a time, developing new things on demand which
would need development in any case. The iterative approach makes the design system
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provide value and be a successful venture. In our case, the primary advantage is having
the components aligned with the brand out of the box. There are possible disadvantages
in the future: the design system might constrain the designer as the design direction
is already decided, and the process might be heavier to move to a particular direction.
Design systems might not promote exploration, reflection or divergence, and design
systems might become inflexible over time. These are the weights on the other side
of the scale. Having total freedom to explore and creativity will reduce the coherent
outcomes and requires active art direction. Awareness of the pros and cons will help
steer the design system into a position where all stakeholders are satisfied. Remember
that that design system exists to help and enable, not the opposite. In principle, this
work has turned out an exploratory venture, surface scratching the broad concept of
the design system and introducing a way to approach the subject.

The work required a considerable amount of time getting familiar with the subject.
The design system mainly applies existing science and knowledge in a new way of
thinking. There is a wide range of literature related to the topic, and it took time
to pick up the most essential. Due to a range of new topics, the processing of new
knowledge takes time to internalize and put into practice, but it is worth the trouble.
Hopefully, the topic will bring new discussions and improvements within the teams
and new ways of thinking and working. On many occasions, communication between
designers and developers have been insufficient, and results might not have been as
expected. It might be the thing that brings different stakeholders more together.

6.1. Future Work and Challenges

The near future work would create a UI component library with at least a
comprehensive tech-agnostic version and React component library at some level for
internal usage. Ultimately the goal for the UI component library would be evolving into
a state where we can share a comprehensive library with other teams and stakeholders.
The strategy could include, e.g. using Bit platform 57 to version our components and
start from "eating your own dog food" tests on web applications made by us first.
Versioning will be an essential aspect because we do not want to cause unnecessary
regressions once the first version is released. If we did not have versioning, it would
force us to test all applications using the component library. The correct way would
be pumping versions on the new features so that older components stay healthy and
working. E.g. the design system has version 1.0 components on which an application
is developed, and it is released and running on production. The design system
continues development to version 2.0 in isolation; therefore, we are safe from causing
regressions on the applications based on the 1.0 version. The application uses version
1.0 components until it is updated and upgraded to a newer version. Publish process
should also include strategy on minor and major changes. Minor changes should
always work and have non-breaking changes, which means that there might be slight
style changes to unify the look and feel. Major changes might include complete rework
on a component so that the previous version need migration to the latest version. This
way, the UI development is controlled, but it requires dedication to implement the

57https://bit.dev/

https://bit.dev/
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process so that following it would be easy as possible and supports getting the desired
outcome.

Overall, future work will focus on the design system delivery for the stakeholders,
developers, and designers. Depending on the used effort and resources, the
documentation can be separated from the Storybook and expanded ultimately as public
documentation using new bleeding-edge static site generator technology and enable all
the stakeholders to maintain the documentation. Future challenges will also be figuring
out proper ways to measure the success rate.
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7. CONCLUSION

A project-driven development environment that has been running for several years has
produced various web applications where different people have been working on them;
there has been no permanent designer, and there has been no common conventions or
shared knowledge of the specifics. The codebase for user interfaces has scattered, and
technical debt has increased over the years. The problem is that the design and user
interfaces between these applications are not coherent for mentioned reasons. The
overall front-end architecture and scalability are inadequate, requiring a new solution
to provide and help produce more future-proof user interfaces that would serve the
overall system.

The purpose of the work was to do design research on how a design system could
help to improve the current development process for creating more coherent and unified
user interfaces and find out could it be implemented for a multi-vendor environment
on a small scale. The design system is a broad concept that affects many aspects of a
software project framework. This work includes an introduction to design systems,
a walkthrough of the design system, a practical review of how it could improve
UI development, and implementation of the process in a project-driven development
setup. The goal was to define a design system that would improve the development
process by taking design better into account with improved technological solutions,
enabling more unified and consistent user interfaces.

The outcome for the work was the requirements and plans for developing a small
scale design system. The work sought to explore current methods and tools adequately
to list significant factors and perspectives. The work provided a theoretical framework
to break down a broad concept of the design system into sensible pieces. The brand
has a broad impact on digital products, but it condenses as logo and design tokens
such as colours and fonts in practice. Branding states extensive guidelines, e.g., what
values the products are based on. Design principles continue the condensation of the
guidelines and state the purpose. Design language considers principles and is described
as the set of conventions, methods, patterns and standards that give a series of designs
a consistent user experience. All the mentioned is tightly knitted together with a shared
language meaning the people working on the design system and all the areas involved.
People need to have common conventions; otherwise, it could lead to inconsistent
outcomes, sloppy patterns, misused and duplicated features and modules.

The ultimate idea of the design system is to help and guide the actors of a project
to design, realise and develop products. The design system also needs designing
itself. A design system is an official story of how the organisation designs and
builds digital products. The design system can be characterised using three parameters
rules, parts and organisation. Parameters tend to follow a specific pattern depending
on the organisation’s size. Large ventures lean towards strict ruling because it will
provide coherent outcomes in widely deployed applications. Also, large ventures tend
to be modular because various stakeholders use the component libraries and build
applications where single components are repeatedly used. On a smaller scale, some
parts are not repeated instead done once; therefore, the parts are more integrated in
that sense. Centralised or distributed design system organisation depends heavily if
the design system is open-sourced and welcomes third parties to develop using their
tools or fully closed and only used internally.
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The design system also requires design requirements. The multi-vendor
environment is not straightforward, or there is no standard way to organise the
work. The organisation of the multi-vendor environment is primarily trivial and
requires opening communication channels to enable open collaboration. There are
various ways to define software project requirements, but three essential aspects for
capturing those requirements for a design system are a resource, technical, and process
aspect. Resource aspect challenges to clarify available temporal, financial and human
resources which define at which level the design system is possible to implement.
Technical aspect challenges to break down organisation current technological palette;
user base of the system, number of products that need alignment, consistency of the
current prototypes, number of target platforms. Process aspect challenges to find out
current ways of working and how the process for design system could be implemented.

The actual implementation plan includes a minimalistic version, only the necessary
parts that repeat in multiple places; e.g. the web applications heavily use forms that
benefit from having a clear form pattern and components. Also, the main website
renewal produced a card pattern as a part of the content strategy to design the new UI.
The implementation plan includes only our opinionated choices for technologies. The
most critical choices are using Figma as our design prototyping tool, Tailwind CSS
with Webpack as our styling system, and Storybook for sandboxing and collecting the
documentation in one place.

Current working methods were discovered, and the process was documented for the
first time. The design system received its own documented process.

Related work implied the uses of the design system on a smaller scale but shows that
the scale limits and sets certain boundaries on how the system could be built. This work
proves that it is possible to build a design system on a small scale but not as extensively
as the large IT companies’ design systems, literature and related work might indicate.
On a small scale, significant results could also be achieved in the longer term as the
design system matures where the new work, e.g. building new web applications, uses
standardised ways and existing components. The thesis provided theory and some
level of understanding of the design system. The work provided an excellent basis for
starting a small scale design system venture, and new ideas will serve in the future.
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